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The answer is option 1: her father died unexpectedly

In the AH Chart you see:






there is a Kite (with a very tight orb between the Planets) consisting of:
o Mercury Ruler of the 4th House of the father is in the 12th House of losses,
o trine Mars, Ruler of the 8th House of the father
o trine the Moon conjunct the 4th House cusp, her father/family
o Moon (her emotions) and Mercury (Ruler of the 1st and the 4th = father) sextile
Neptune (loss) conjunct Vx (a struck of fate)
o Neptune/Vx is opposite Mars, Ruler of the 8th House of the father.
Saturn, Ruler of the 8th House of death, trine Uranus conjunct the 8th House of the father
Saturn opposite the 1st: she is confronted with death and separation
Eq. Ascendant in the 4th of the father/ family square Venus, Ruler of the 12th House of
loss
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12 Astrologers participated in the Test, 7 found the correct answer.
Below follow their answers in order of receipt:



Pierre le Gal (France)
uses Vedic Astrology + Western Astrology

Vedic
The running period for the event is : Jupiter, Rahu.
o

o

Jupiter rules the 4th House, parents and ancestors, and is placed in the 4th . Jupiter
signifies a man, a mature person and a paternal figure. He is also in a nakshatra of
the Moon who governs the 11th House I, which is the 8th from the 4th . The Moon is
conjunct to Ketu
Rahu is in the 11th House and placed in nakshatra of Ketu. And Ketu is conjunct to
the Moon. With the Nodes, the father’s death was unexpected

About the eclipses. On August 22nd 1979, at 17h22 UT, occurred a solar eclipse at 5°27 Leo and
the Sun was conjunct to the natal Rahu, the ruler of the dasha. On September 15th Jupiter, the
ruler of the bukti, was at 3°36 Leo, in a large conjunction to the eclipse. On that day, Jupiter was
also exactly in opposition to the solar eclipse which happened before this woman’s birth at 3°07
Aquarius on February 15th 1961, at 8h19 UT.
Western
1) Natal chart
The House IV is in Capricorn as well as its ruler Saturn and Jupiter. Therefore Saturn
signifies the parents or grand-parents. Saturn squares Venus, the lord of the Lot of the
Father : 29° Cap ; 29° Aries ; 28° Taurus. The lady is in the planetary age of Venus, from
14 to 22 years old. The Sun, natural significator of the father, is in a triplicity of Saturn.
2) the Solar Return for 1976
Saturn is the ruler of the profected Ascendant, and also ruler of the day and of the hour
of the chart. Saturn is the lord of the year.
Saturn is weak at 0°00 Leo, in a cadent house and is afflicted by the large conjunction to
Mars. It means that parents or grand-parents will be afflicted during the year. Leo is a
masculine sign, so Saturn signifies a man.
Saturn is at the ansticion of the natal Lot or the Father and in opposition to the natal
Saturn.
The natal House IV becomes the House VIII, which is ruled by Saturn.
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The FC is conjunct to the natal Head of Dragon. The Moon in IV squares Venus, the lord
of the age, conjunct to the Sun in XII, the natural significator.
3) Progressions and transits for the date of the event
Saturn is exactly conjunct to Mars. Progressed Saturn conjunct to the natal Ascendant,
progressed Ascendant conjunct to the Moon in the House IV.



Susanne Tietgens (Germany)
uses the AH Technique

Exact aspects on 15°:
o VX 15° Cancer Oppositon Mars 15° Capricorn
o Moon 15° Virgo (Ruler Mercury in 12th House / Moon elevation ruler of
Mercury, also lord of 1)
o Moon’s (in 4th House = father) antiscia conjunct the cusp of the 11th House =
death of the father (8th of the 4th House)
o Mars (Ruler of the 11th House =death of the father) in the 8th House. Mars in
Elevation from Capricorn = father/Saturn = on the axis / dominant on the
Descendant
o Dispositor of Saturn = Jupiter in Aries (Fall of Saturn), Mars in 8



Erika Eilert- Hein (Germany)
uses the AH Technique

o

o
o
o

Father = 4th House, end of live is the 7th House (4th from 4th ). Saturn cusp 7 in
Trine to Uranus on 11th House Cusp ( which is the 8th House from the father):
unexpected death
Mars, ruler of the 11th House in the 8th opposite the Vx
Sun (father) in 12 and the ruler of the AC and the 4th House in 12 (loss)
Mercury sextile Neptune ( Lord of 12, loss)
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Serge Boissinot (France)

In the birth Chart derived from the 4th House (father) I observe that :
o Saturn, Ruler of the Asc (physical integrity) square Venus (divisor on the date of the
event) ruling the 5th House (Heart),
o Jupiter (participant), Ruler of the 12th House (disabling diseases) aspect the Sun, Ruler
of the 8th House (death) and of the 4th (the tomb) in the 6th House (accident).



Irene Knudsen (Germany)
uses the AH Technique

o
o
o
o
o



Moon co Ruler of House 1 on the paradentel axis.
Moon links to three malefic planets, to Saturn/Uranus (Ruler of the 8th) and Mars in
House 8th (Ruler of House 11, the 8th of the 4th)
Harmonic Sun (father) in House 12 trine natal Saturn (Ruler of the 4th)
Harmonic Sun semi sextile natal Venus (Ruler the 8th)
Harmonic Ascendant one and a half square to natal Saturn

Christy (USA)
uses Vedic Astrology

The woman was running Saturn-Mercury-Mercury dasa.
Natal Saturn is placed in the fourth House (the end of the matter), and natal Mercury is
placed in the 10th house. The solar return ascendant is conjunct Mercury in the 10th House
of father, indicating a focus on 10th House events. Moon is the Jaimini indicator for the
father, and also the natal 10th House lord. Solar return MC is conjunct natal Moon-Ketu,
indicating loss of father.
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S.L. Narasimhan (India)
uses Vedic Astrology Khullar Cuspal Inter Links using Sub Sub Lord

The rectified time of birth as per this method comes to 14-59-47.
Reason: Dasa running on the date of event was Ju-Mo-Ju-Ju-Mer. All these Planets are coruling Planets of cusps 4/9/3/10/5 in the native's chart These Houses are 1-8 Marka and badka
Houses with respect to native's Father. Dasa Jupiter Bhukti Moon and Para Lord Mercury are
significators of 9-4-3-10 and 5 which are death giving Houses of native's father.
Virtual Transit: SSL of Progressed chart is Mercury which is significator of death giving
Houses of native's father in the natal chart. Moon's progressed position operates 4-9-3-10 and
Badka Houses in the progressed chart. This confirms death of the native's father.
Real Transit: Sun transits in Sun sign and in sun star. Sun is Virtual SSL of 9th House. Sun is
also significator of 4-9-3-10 and Badka Houses, Moon and Jupiter Transit in Venus Sign and
Sun Star. Venus and Sun are significators of death giving Houses of native's father. Saturn
Transit in Moon Sign (Bhukti Lord) and Mercury Star (Prana Lord). As per KCIL
method, when death occurs to a person, Moon transits either on 8th SSL or in the star of 8th
SSL. In this case, Moon transits in Sun Star. 8th SSL is Mercury in the chart. Mercury is in
Rahu star and Rahu represents Sun. Thus Moon, on the date of death of native 's
father, transits star lord of 8th SSL double confirms the event.

---

Thank you all for your wonderful contributions! A new Test will be posted to the website round
and about June 1st
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